












CRIMINAL PROCEDURE EXAMINATION 

INSTRUCTOR: H. JOHNSON 
SPRING 2015 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

The exam is lengthy. Take note of the point value of each section when budgeting your time. 
The basis of your analysis should be Federal law with Massachusetts law included for contrast or 

comparison, unless otherwise specified. 

IDENTIFY YOURSELF BY STUDENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER ONLY. 

RELAX AND GOOD LUCK 

SECTION 1: 20 POINTS 

ANSWER TWO OF FOUR QUESTIONS. BE COMPLETE IN YOUR ANALYSIS BUT CONCISE. DO NOT 

NEGLECT TO NOTE THE ISSUES, DISCUSS THE RULE OF LAW, ANALYZING THE FACTS AND CONCLUDING 

ON THE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS RAISED. 

SECTION II: 80 POINTS 

FOLLOW THE FACT PATTERN ISOLATING THE ISSUES, DISCUSSING THE APPLICABLE FACTS, IDENTIFYING 
THE LAW, ANAL VZING THE ARGUMENTS AND SUPPORTING YOUR CONCLUSIONS IN THIS CLASSIC ISSUE 
HYPOTHETICAL ANSWER IN ESSAY FORM. 

SECTION 1. 

1. Officer Chip has heard a rumor that Terrible Ted, a local, is involved with illegal drugs. Officer 

Chip observes Terrible Ted traveling at thirty-one miles per hour in a posted thirty miles per 

hour zone in his sports car. Officer Chip puts on his blue lights and "stops" Terrible Ted. 

Officer Chip approaches the car and orders Terrible Ted to step from the vehicle. As Terrible 

Ted does, a bag of cocaine falls from his lap onto the pavement. Terrible Ted is charged with 

Possession of Cocaine and Speeding. 

You, as Terrible Ted's lawyer, are, of course, contemplating a motion to suppress. What 

are the issues? Will the motion be successful under Federal standards? Why or why not? 

How about under Massachusetts standards? Why or why not? 
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2. Fire officials respond to 15 Platypus Place to extinguish a fire at the Platt residence. The fire, 

which is determined, preliminarily, to have begun in the kitchen is extinguished after about an 

hour. Firefighter Finn, suspicious, decides to check out the first floor study. There Firefighter 

Finn finds a copy of the well-known book, "How to Make your Arson Look Like a Kitchen Fire." 

Firefighter Finn seizes the book. 

Firefighter Finn notifies Detective Drainpipe of the find. The following day Detective Drainpipe 

enters the Platt place and searches. He finds a gas can which he seizes as possible evidence of 

arson. 

Mr. Phil Platt is ultimately charged with the statutory crime of Burning a Dwelling. 

Phil's attorney has filed a motion to suppress the book and the gas can. What are the 

possible arguments? Will the motion be successful? Why or why not? 

3. Officer Smoothie responds to a radio broadcast regarding a Burglary at a residence at 55 

Freedonia Way. He interviews the resident, Jill, who relates that she awoke to see a person in 

her bedroom. 

Jill describes the person as "5'10" in height and wearing an ugly, green paisley shirt with odious 

striped red trousers. He topped it off with a streak of orange in his hair." 

Officer Smoothie runs from the house and checks the neighborhood. He sees, about a quarter 

of a mile away from 55 Freedonia Way, in a park, a person about 5'10". The man is shirtless but 

sports a pair of hideous red-striped pants. The man also has a streak of orange in his hair. 

Officer Smoothie runs up to the person, one Fiddlin Fred, and says, "Halt! Police!" Fred halts. 

Fred is taken by Officer Smoothie to 55 Freedonia Way in the back of the cruiser. The two arrive 

and Jill takes a look at Fred and says, "That's him, the scoundrel." 

Fiddlin Fred is charged with Burglary. His attorney has filed a motion to suppress Jill's out-of

court identification of Fred. 

What are the standards? Will the motion be successful? Why or why not? How about 

under Massachusetts law? 

4. Officer Egbert dislikes Den. Officer Egbert spots Den driving his expensive car on Main Street. 

Officer Egbert puts on the blue lights and "stops" Den. Officer Egbert walks up to the car. 

Officer Egbert opens the rear driver-side door and reaches under the back seat. There Officer 

Egbert finds an illegal crossbow which he could not see from outside the car. 

Den and Otto, Den's front seat passenger and the only other occupant, are both charged 

with the crime of Possession of a Crossbow. 

You are Otto's attorney. You are, naturally, contemplating a motion to suppress. 

What will your arguments be? Will you succeed? Why or why not? Would an argument 

under Massachusetts law differ from Federal law? 
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SECTION 2 

To paraphrase the great F. Scott Fitzgerald, the rich ain't the same as the rest of us. Some of 

them go to great pains in an attempt to show it. 

Chauncey is rich. He resides, with his wife, Chilly, and their daughter, Chatters, at 205 Wisteria 

Way in a palatial home located in a development of newly constructed mini-mansions, 11The Castles," 

located in the town of Forsythia in the State of Hysteria, the fifty-first state in the Union. Faux brickwork 

and imitation Tudor architecture are the order of the day. The development is patrolled by a private 

security force and is surrounded by a wall, reminiscent of Berlin in the late twentieth-century. There is 

only one entrance which is overlooked by a guard shack which is occupied at all times. 

The Forsythia police chief, Chief Paddles, has always been suspicious of Chauncey and Chilly with 

respect to their sources of income. Chief Paddles drives to the gate at The Castles and speaks to 

Security Guard Bend. Bend is a retired Forsythia police officer. The chief says, 11Bend, I think Chauncey 

and Chilly are up to something. Keep an eye on them. Find out what you can." Bend nods. 

Bend later approaches one of the neighborhood kids, Max. Bend grabs Max and brings him to 

the security office. Bend locks Max in a room and questions him about Chauncey and Chilly. Max, who 

is always in a bit of trouble himself and knows who else is, tells Bend that Chauncey and Chilly are 

involved in selling methamphetamine and Chauncey has a lab at his house. Max also relates that he 

himself had purchased meth from Chauncey the previous day. Max then produces a bag containing the 

II crystal meth" and hands it to Bend. Bend takes the bag and unlocks the door, telling Max to tell no one 

of their conversation. 

Bend calls Chief Paddles and describes what Max had told him and given him. Bend does not 

relate the circumstances of the encounter. The chief decides to act. The chief contacts a local, 

television helicopter traffic reporter, Whirlie. Chief Paddles persuades Whirlie to permit him to ride 

along in Whirlie's chopper. At the chiefs urging, Whirlie takes a low pass over 205 Wisteria Way. The 

chief, using binoculars, peers into an upstairs window which is mostly covered by a dark curtain. The 

chief observes the telltale canisters and containers of chemicals emblematic of a methamphetamine lab. 

But the chief, a cautious fellow, wants to be sure. He borrows a large electronic listening device, 

reminiscent in appearance of a satellite dish. Chief Paddles sets up the device just outside the wall 

behind 205 Wisteria Way. The chief points the device at the residence and puts on the headphones. 

The chief overhears a male voice say, "We gotta get this meth moving. Our mortgage is coming due and 

we need to keep our large, ostentatious house." The chief dismantles the device and leaves the area. 

Chief Paddles, based on the information from Bend, regarding Max's statement and the bag, 

which Bend had turned over to the chief, goes to the Castles to arrest Max. The chief spots Max on the 

street, after passing through the gate, and screams, 11Halt, Maxie." Max runs from the chief for all he is 

worth. Max retrieves a small bag from his pocket as he runs. Max throws the bag behind a bush. The 
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bag, which is later picked up by the chief, contains crack cocaine. The chief grabs Max. The chief pats 

the exterior of Max's clothes and feels a slight bulge in his jacket pocket. The chief thinks the bulge is 

also a bagged rock of crack cocaine. The chief manipulates the bulge and is convinced it is a bag of 

crack. He reaches in and retrieves the bag, which, in fact, is crack cocaine. 

Max is placed under arrest for Possession of Cocaine. Max is brought back to Forsythia Police 

Headquarters. Max is placed in one of those rooms with a two-way mirror. The chief says the following 

to Max: "Max, look, you don't have to say anything but if you do it could come back to haunt you. If you 

want a lawyer you can get one and we'll try to get one for you if you can't afford one. Alright?" Max 

says nothing but looks down dejectedly. The chief asks Max, repeatedly, about the methamphetamine. 

Max does not respond. After about an hour of this, Max says, "I think I need a lawyer." The chief 

responds, "You don't really need a lawyer, do you?" 

At that very instant, the Forsythia dispatcher texts Chief Paddles indicating that Max's longtime 

lawyer, Ramshackle, is in the lobby asking to see Max and requesting that his client be advised to say 

nothing. The chief ignores the text. 

Max, at that point, sighs and then repeats the same statement he had given to Bend. Max is 

then placed in a cell. The chief had not, at any point, turned on the recording device in the interrogation 

room. Ramshackle leaves in a huff. 

Chief Paddles begins the preparation of an affidavit to search the Chauncey and Chilly residence. 

In the affidavit, he includes the statement he received from Max. He also includes the fact that the bag 

of crystal meth was obtained from Max by Bend and Max's statement to Bend. The chief does not refer 

to Max by name in the affidavit but only describes him as a confidential, reliable informant; "CRI." The 

chief indicates that he believes the contents of the bag to be crystal methamphetamine, based on his 

"training and experience." In fact, though the chief had seen pictures of crystal meth in the police 

academy, he had never actually seen the substance itself. The chief had also only seen photos of meth 

labs. 

The chief includes, in the affidavit, the observations from the helicopter and its circumstances, 

describing his observations through the curtain as, "consistent with a methamphetamine lab, based on 

my training and experience." The chief does not include the conversation overheard via the "electronic 

ear." 

The chief seeks out Magistrate Marbles at his usual spot, the Rose Tavern. Magistrate Marbles 

is actually the magistrate in a nearby court, not Forsythia District Court. Magistrate Marbles reads the 

affidavit and accompanying documents. The proposed warrant requests permission to "search the large 

Tudor style mansion located at 206 Wisteria Way." The items sought to be seized are listed as, "all 

chemicals for the manufacture of methamphetamine." Magistrate Marbles, who has clearly been at the 

Rose for some time, signs the warrant. Magistrate Marbles also checks the boxes allowing nighttime 

execution and no-knock execution. Magistrate Marbles then returns to his gin and tonic. 
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The chief and a band of Forsythia officers arrive at The Castles. Bend, after being shown the 

warrant, opens the gate. The police arrive at 205 Wisteria and approach the house. Chief Paddles 

knocks on the door. Chilly opens it. The chief states, "We're here to search your house." Chilly 

responds, II Come on in." Chilly appears to be under the influence of some drug. At that moment, 

Chauncey bounds down the ornate staircase and exclaims, "Get out of my house. You may not come 

in." The police ignore him and a number of officers fan out throughout the house. The remaining 

officers detain Chilly and Chauncey in the entrance foyer. 

The police seize a small bag of cocaine on a coffee table in the living room. The police also seize 

a locked safe in the kitchen. Chief Paddles and other officers proceed to the second floor. As they arrive 

there, they approach the room they believe to contain the lab. The chief smells smoke. The chief 

breaks down the door, knowing that meth labs can explode. In the room, the police observe Chatters 

smoking crack cocaine. Chatters is arrested and the crack pipe, its contents and the meth chemicals are 

seized. Chilly and Chauncey are also arrested. 

Chatters is arraigned on a Possession of Cocaine only before Judge Jellybean and released from 

custody on bail. She is appointed counsel, Attorney Pillbox. Attorney Pillbox gives Detective Finepoint, 

who is present at the arraignment, instructions not to speak to his client. However, Detective Finepoint 

later speaks to Chatters at a local malt shop. Detective Finepoint reads Chatters her 11Miranda 

warnings" verbatim from a card. Chatters says; "I understand." Detective Finepoint asks, "How long 

have you had the crack habit?" "Oh, about six months," replies Chatters. Detective Finepoint then says, 

"Chatty, there's a bunch of kids in your neighborhood. I'd hate to see any chemicals you have over 

there explode and hurt someone." Chatters responds, "the garden shed." Detective Finepoint 

immediately goes to the residence and searches the garden shed. There he retrieves dangerous 

chemicals used in the manufacture of methamphetamine. 

Back at the station, Chief Paddles pries open the safe. Inside he finds fifty-thousand dollars in 

United States Currency. It is placed in evidence. 

Max is charged with Possession of Methamphetamine and Possession of Cocaine(both bags). 

Chauncey and Chilly are charged with Manufacturing Methamphetamine. 

Chatters is charged with the Possession of Cocaine and later Manufacturing 

Methamphetamine. 

PLEASE DISCUSS WHAT, IF ANY, ISSUES ARE RAISED. WHAT EVIDENCE WILL BE AVAILABLE OR 

EXCLUDED AS AGAINST THE PARTIES AS A RESULT? WHY OR WHY NOT? REMEMBER TO ANSWER THE 

QUESTION USING FEDERAL LAW WITH MASSACHUSETTS LAW FOR CONTRAST OR COMPARISON. 

REMEMBER "IRAC." 
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CRIMINAL PROCEDURE EXAMINATION 

INSTRUCTOR: H. JOHNSON 

SPRING 2014 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

The exam is lengthy. Take note of the point value of each section when budgeting your time. 
The basis of your analysis should be Federal law with Massachusetts law included for contrast or 
comparison. 

IDENTIFY YOURSELF BY STUDENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER ONLY. 

RELAX AND GOOD LUCK 

SECTION 1:20 POINTS 

ANSWER TWO OF FOUR QUESTIONS. BE COMPLETE IN YOUR ANALYSIS BUT CONCISE. DO NOT 
NEGLECT TO NOTE THE ISSUES, DISCUSS THE RULE OF LAW, ANALYZING THE FACTS AND CONCLUDING 
ON THE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS RAISED. ALSO, IF YOU SELECT QUESTION 3, DO NOT NEGLECT TO ANSWER 
THE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS ASKED AND TO DETAIL THE MAJOR POINTS OF THE COURT'S REASONING. 

SECTION II: 80 POINTS 

FOLLOW THE FACT PATIERN ISOLATING THE ISSUES, DISCUSSING THE APPLICABLE FACTS, IDENTIFYING 
THE LAW, ANALYZING THE ARGUMENTS AND SUPPORTING YOUR CONCLUSIONS IN THIS CLASSIC ISSUE 
HYPOTHETICAL. ANSWER IN ESSAY FORM. 
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PART 1: ANSWER TWO OF FOUR 

1. Trooper Jacked, a veteran of the Winterbottom State Police Department, thinks a local tough, 

Benbow, may be involved in illegal gun running. He has heard rumors to such effect. Jacked spies 

Benbow driving his cherry-red, Italian sports car. The vehicle, Jacked observes, has a taillight out, a 

traffic violation in Winterbottom. Trooper Jacked puts on his blue lights and Benbow immediately pulls 

his vehicle to a stop. Trooper Jacked orders Benbow from the vehicle and, as he gets out, an illegal 

handgun falls from his waistband. Jacked picks up the gun and charges Benbow with 11Driving with a 

Defective Taillight" and 11Possession of an Illegal Handgun." 

A motion to suppress the motor vehicle stop and the handgun is filed by Benbow's lawyer. Will 

it succeed? Why or why not? In Massachusetts? Why or why not? 

2. Officer Pratfall, a member of the Washington D.C. police force, is walking a beat in a leafy, 

trendy neighborhood of brownstones. He looks, from the sidewalk, through a window and sees into one 

of the residences. He observes what appears to be a woman striking a man with a hatchet. 11Biood" is 

spurting from the man's forehead. 

Officer Pratfall runs to the door, breaks it down and enters the room in question where he is 

met by two stunned occupants eyeing him quizzically. 

Bob and Brenda Blabber, two well-known actors, explain that they had been rehearsing a scene 

from their upcoming play, 11Give 'em the Axe," scheduled to open within days. The 11blood" is simply red 

liquid, continually spurting from a flesh colored bag over Bob's eye as the discussion proceeds. 

Officer Pratfall, taken aback, starts to leave the premises when he observes a razor blade and a 

quantity of white powder which he, based on his training and experience, thinks is cocaine. He takes the 

items and the Blabbers are later charged with "Possession of Cocaine." 

The Blabbers' lawyers file motions to suppress the drugs in the Washington D.C. Superior Court. 

Will the motions be successful? Why or why not? (note: Since the hypothetical takes place in the 

District of Columbia discuss only Federal law.) 

3. Discuss Dickerson v. United States, 530 U.S. 428 (2000). 

What was the substance of the legislation in question? 

What did the court rule with respect to the legislation's constitutionality? 

What was the court's reasoning? 
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4. During the course of a sleepy evening in the rural town of Bumpkinville in the state of Dread, the 

fifty first state in the Union, Sergeant Storm sits sleepily before his computer screen at the Bumpkinville 

Police Department. 

At precisely 8:19P.M., Cackles enters the police station and exclaims, "I need to get something 

off my chest." Sergeant Storm, stunned, immediately picks up his "Miranda card" and reads the 

warnings verbatim and completely to Cackles. Cackles says, "I understand, but I killed Martin and buried 

him under the old fishing lodge. He's up there stiff as a mackerel." The police later find the body. 

Storm arrests Cackles and Cackles is ultimately charged with Murder. 

At the motion to suppress hearing, the sole mental health professional, Doctor Yes, testifies that 

Cackles suffered from delusions and that at the time of his confession he heard the voice of an angel in 

his head urging him to tell the police everything. He had been actively psychotic for close to a month 

preceding the statement. 

Will the confession be admissible at trial against Cackles? Why or why not? What are the issues 

and standards? How about in Massachusetts? Why or why not? What are the issues and standards? 

PART II 

The sleepy little town of Radishville in the state of Confusion, the fifty-first state in the Union, is 

nothing If not picturesque. The lush, green town common is bordered by the obligatory white-steepled 

church set amidst beautifully maintained colonial era homes. 

But, sleepy Radishville shines brightest on summer Saturday afternoons. It is then that the 

Radishville Common comes alive with the patrons and vendors of the Farmer's Market. Canvas canopies 

magically appear and shelter straw-hat sporting sellers who show each beet or tomato in a matter 

reminiscent of the display of the British Crown Jewels at the Tower of London. The townsfolk circle, like 

wasps, eyeing veggies, sipping cider and chomping on hot dogs. All in all, an innocuous day which leaves 

the participants in a trance-like bank of blissful, nostalgic fog. 

The local police chief, Chief Magpie, however, sees trouble mixed in with the veggies. One of 

the permitted booths is operated by Longhair, a person who the chief knows from his past troubles with 

the law, including a conviction for marijuana sales. In addition, Longhair's customers, the chief himself 

has observed on a number of Saturdays, comprise a who's who of local, known drug users. The chief 

has also noticed that following their "vegetable" purchases the buyers often disappear and then 

reappear on the Common a little later. They often appear, on reappearance, to be high. 
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Chief Magpie devises a plan. The chief speaks to a friend, Wingman. Wingman is a model 

airplane enthusiast who spends each weekend flying his small, remote-controlled airplane above his 

backyard to the considerable annoyance of his neighbors. Wingman agrees to attach a little security

type camera, commonly used in 11baby-monitors," to his "plane" and to fly it over the Longhair property 

on the outskirts of Radishville to look for any evidence of marijuana cultivation. 

The flight is a success. The camera transmits the view from above to a computer screen. 

Observed, through a small hole in the roof of the greenhouse, is a marijuana patch within the 

greenhouse. The model airplane flight took it to about one foot above the greenhouse during this 

observation. Wingman then circles the property and flies the model airplane through the open door of 

the greenhouse and gets a close-up view of the marijuana plants. The plane then is flown out the same 

way. 

Encouraged by the flight, the chief decides to go a little further. The chief speaks to his longtime 

informant, Brittle. Brittle tells the chief, in fact, that he is a friend of Longhair. Brittle says he is willing 

to help in the investigation. 

Brittle visits the Longhair residence, on 12 Twit Drive. Brittle knocks on the door and Longhair 

answers. Longhair says, 11Britt, it's been a while old chum. Come in." Brittle enters and says to 

Longhair, "Long, old sport, listen. I'd like to buy a couple of bags of marijuana from you." Longhair 

replies, 11See you at the Farmer's Market on Saturday." During his brief visit, Brittle observes six boxes of 

small plastic bags piled in the kitchen. Brittle leaves 12 Twit. Unbeknownst to Chief Magpie, Brittle was 

wearing a 11Wire," a listening device which recorded the entire conversation. Brittle wanted to be sure 

he described the conversation accurately to the chief. 

Brittle, the same day, relates the conversation to the chief and describes his observations of the 

plastic bags. Chief Magpie, based on training and experience, believes the plastic bags are a type 

commonly used to package illegal marijuana for sale. 

The chief decides to act. He organizes a "Checkpoint" on Main Street for the following evening, 

Wednesday. The scene had been the location of a tragic accident the previous week in which Farmer 

Phil was killed while driving his tractor, regrettably, into a tree. The evidence from the tests at autopsy 

revealed that Farmer Phil was intoxicated and had marijuana in his bloodstream at the time of death. 

The officers at the checkpoint, the chief wrote in the guidelines, are to stop all vehicles and ask the 

drivers if they know where Farmer Phil might have gotten marijuana. The officers are then to hand out 
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a leaflet describing the ills of illegal drug use. Absent any sign of illegal activity, the drivers are then to 

be sent on their way. 

The beginning of the roadblock goes off without a hitch. About an hour in, though, the police 

observe a van approach their position and accelerate through the roadblock. Officer Runnymede puts 

on the blue lights and gives chase in her cruiser. Officer Runnymede observes the driver of the van, 

Rattled, throw a handgun from the window. After about a mile, Rattled stops the van. Officer 

Runnymede arrests Rattled for "Failure to Stop for a Police Officer'' and places him in the cruiser. 

"Failure to Stop for a Police Officer'' carries a maximum fine of one-hundred dollars. Officer Runnymede 

then goes back to the approximate area of the gun toss and retrieves the gun. She then returns to the 

van and conducts a thorough search of it. Inside she finds an orange baseball cap with a depiction of a 

deer on the front of it. Officer Runnymede immediately recognizes that the baseball cap fits the 

description of one worn by the knife-wielding robber of the Radishville National Bank. The robbery had 

taken place during the previous week. She takes the hat and the van is towed to the police station for 

inventorying. 

Rattled is also taken to the police station. There he is interviewed by Detective Drill. Detective 

Drill says, "Rattled, you don't need to talk, but if you do it could go wrong for you. You can get yourself 

a lawyer if you want and if you can't afford one something will get done that way. You understand?" 

Rattled then grunts, "Urn." 

Detective Drill then says, "The bank job with the knife." Rattled says nothing. After a pause, 

Rattled says, "I think I need my lawyer." Drill then says, "The gun." Rattled then nods in the affirmative. 

Following the interview the police learn that the tossed gun was stolen. At that point, they add 

"Possession of a Stolen Gun" as a charge. 

The following day Rattled is taken before Judge Jumpin and arraigned on the "Failure to Stop for 

a Police Officer'' and the "Possession of a Stolen Gun" charges. Rattled is appointed an attorney, 

Mumbler. Rattled is held on a twenty-thousand dollar cash bail, though he had no previous record and 

is a lifelong resident of Radishville. 

During transportation to the jail, Detective Drill says, "That teller was pretty shaken up." Rattled 

says, "Ya, I felt bad about it. But, I needed the money to buy marijuana from Longhair. He's got a 

greenhouse full of the stuff." 
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At that very instant, Officer Runnymede approaches Eagle-Eye, at the bank who was working as 

the teller at the time of the robbery and was the victim. Eagle-Eye, besides his work as a bank teller, has 

established a nationwide reputation for the ability to recall every detail of every person he meets. 

Officer Runnymede shows Eagle-Eye Rattled's booking photo. Eagle-Eye immediately exclaims, "By 

Jove, I am one-hundred percent certain that that is the person who robbed me. Notice the slight 

downward facial wrinkle beneath the right cheek and the distinctive eyebrow shape." 

Chief Magpie prepares an affidavit. The affidavit sets out Brittle's conversation with Longhair 

and his observations at 12 Twit Drive. It also includes the chiefs own observations of the customers of 

Longhair at the Farmer's Market, including their later states of intoxication. 

Brittle is not named in the affidavit, but only described as a "confidential-reliable informant who 

has on one previous occasion given this affiant information which led to the seizure of an endangered 

tree frog, the species of which is included on the Confusion State Endangered Species List." 

The chief includes, in his affidavit, the model airplane flight information, but only those camera 

recordings from outside the greenhouse. The chief did not believe the internal greenhouse flight should 

be included. The conversation between Brittle and Longhair, as described to the chief by Brittle, is also 

included, as is the statement from Rattled regarding the greenhouse at Longhair's and its contents. 

The chief visits Judge Jumpin in his home. The chief perceives a strong odor of an alcoholic 

beverage emanating from the judge and observes him to be swaying slightly when he answers the door. 

Judge Jumpin reads the affidavit along with the accompanying documents. Judge Jumpin, 

unbeknownst to the chief, has a longstanding hatred of Longhair, the result of Longhair's legendary 

dexterity with a polo mallet, which resulted in a disputed goal and a loss by Jumpin's polo club. 

Judge Jumpin signs the warrant, which permits the search of "the residence at 12 Twit Street, 

Radishville and a greenhouse adjacent thereto on the premises." The warrant also permits the seizure 

of "marijuana plants and any items used in their cultivation." Judge Jumpin checks the boxes permitting 

nighttime execution and a "no-knock" entry, mindful of police safety due to the polo mallet skills of 

Longhair. 

As the Farmer's Market gets going, Chief Magpie, with other officers, approaches 12 Twit Drive. 

The chief goes to the front door, knocks and hears no reply. The chief shoulders in the door a few 

seconds later. The chief enters the kitchen and takes the pile of plastic bag boxes. He also observes, 
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lying on the kitchen floor, the body of Brittle. The apparent cause of death is blunt trauma to the head 

resulting from an injury inflicted using a polo mallet lying beside the body as a weapon. The mallet is 

covered in blood. The mallet, marijuana plants and the plastic bags are quickly seized. 

Chief Magpie radios fellow Radishville officers as follows: "Now hear this. Longhair is a 

murderer! Arrest the evildoer." Officer Runnymede and Detective Drill head, with appropriate haste, to 

the Common and approach Longhair's vegetable stand. Longhair runs from the stand and into the 

nearby house of Parson Periwinkle, near the church. The police surround the house and, after about 

thirty minutes, ascertain that Longhair is unarmed and alone. The police then enter the Periwinkle 

residence and arrest Longhair. Once inside, they observe a small glass container which holds about ten 

endangered tree frogs. The police take the container and the frogs. 

A search of the vegetables at the Longhair fruit and vegetable stand on the common reveals 

little bags of marijuana neatly tucked in the tomatoes and lettuce. 

Longhair is charged as follows: Illegal Cultivation of Marijuana; Possession with Intent to Sell 

Marijuana(at the stand}; Murder(Brittle}. 

Rattled is charged as follows: Failure to Stop for a Police Officer; Possession of a Stolen Gun; Armed 

Robbery. 

Parson Periwinkle is charged as follows: Wildlife Law Violation (possession of the tree frogs} 

PLEASE DISCUSS WHAT, IF ANY, ISSUES ARE RAISED. WHAT EVIDENCE WILL BE AVAILABLE OR 

EXCLUDED AS AGAINST THE PARTIES AS A RESULT? WHY OR WHY NOT? 

REMEMBER TO ANSWER THE QUESTION USING FEDERAL LAW WITH MASSACHUSETIS LAW FOR 

CONTRAST OR COMPARISON. REMEMBER "IRAC." 
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CRIMINAL PROCEDURE EXAMINATION 

INSTRUCTOR: H. JOHNSON 

SPRING 2013 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

The exam is lengthy. Take note of the point value of each section when budgeting your time. 
The basis of your analysis should be Federal law with Massachusetts law included for contrast or 
comparison. 

IDENTIFY YOURSELF BY STUDENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER ONLY. 

RELAX AND GOOD LUCK 

SECTION 1: 20 POINTS 

ANSWER ONE OF TWO QUESTIONS. BE COMPLETE IN YOUR ANALYSIS BUT CONCISE. DO NOT NEGLECT 
TO NOTE THE ISSUES, DISCUSS THE RULES OF LAW, ANALYZING THE FACTS AND CONCLUDING ON THE 
SPECIFIC QUESTIONS. 

SECTION II: 10 POINTS 

ANSWER ONE OF THREE QUESTIONS. BE CONCISE. YOU MAY, IF YOU WISH, USE OUTLINE FORM WHERE 
APPROPRIATE TO ANSWER, BUT DO NOT NEGLECT TO NOTE THE ISSUES, DISCUSS THE RULES OF LAW, 
ANALYZING THE FACTS AND CONCLUDING ON THE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS. 

SECTION Ill: 70 POINTS 

FOLLOW THE FACT PATIERN ISOLATING THE ISSUES, DISCUSSING THE APPLICABLE FACTS, IDENTIFYING 
THE LAW AND ANALYZING TO SUPPORT YOUR CONCLUSIONS IN THIS CLASSIC ISSUE HYPOTHETICAL. 
ANSWER IN ESSAY FORM. 
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PART 1: ANSWER ONE OF TWO 

1. Ben has been arrested for robbery. Ben is arraigned on the charge and is appointed an attorney, 

Slackjaw. Ben is being transported, without Slackjaw, to the Rooster County Jail for holding. One of the 

guards, Newsbag, says to Ben, "The money that was stolen from that guy in the robbery was a donation 

to the Rooster County Orphanage. I hope you're happy." Ben says, "I didn't know. I would not have 

done it." 

Once at the jail, Ben is placed with five other people in a six person lineup by Detective Dill. The 

witness, Peepers, despite the fact that all of the lineup participants look pretty much the same and there 

is no suggestiveness as to the identity of the robber, immediately picks out Ben as the robber. 

Meanwhile, Detective Still shows a six photograph array (lineup) to another witness, Hawkeye. 

The array of photos depicts very similar persons and there is no suggestiveness. Hawkeye, too, 

immediately identifies Ben as the robber. 

Will the words of Ben be admitted at trial? Why or why not? 

Will the result of the in-person lineup be admitted at trial? Why or why not? 

Will the result of the photographic array identification procedure be admitted trial? 

Why or why not? 

2. Earwig, the local state police dispatcher, receives a telephone call. The caller, a male, states, 

"There is a red sports car, license plate iii, driving down Mill Street in Tough Town. The passenger has a 

gun." The caller hangs up. Earwig sends out a call over the radio which is heard by Trooper Tailspin. 

Tailspin spies the car and puts on the blue lights. The car immediately speeds up and Trooper Tailspin 

pursues it. While in pursuit, Tailspin observes a handgun being thrown by the passenger from the 

vehicle. The vehicle ultimately stops, the handgun is retrieved and the passenger, Pitcher, is charged 

with unlawful handgun possession. 

Will the gun be admissible against Pitcher? Why or why not? How about in 

Massachusetts? Why or why not? 
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PART II: ANSWER ONE OF THREE 

1. The Sunshine City Police Department is concerned with street gang activity, including weapons 

and drug possession and sales, particularly in the Northtown neighborhood. Chief Warmup establishes 

a "roadblock" on Smoothie Street, the main thoroughfare through Northtown. 

Chief Warmup has established written guidelines instructing that all cars be stopped and that a 

leaflet outlining the perils of gang membership be handed to each driver. If officers observe drugs or 

weapons or anyone in the vehicle is wearing gang "colors" the vehicle is to be directed to a side area for 

further questioning in the case of "colors" or a full search in the case of weapon or drug sightings. 

Your client, Hapless, is stopped at the roadblock. Hapless is returning from his cousin lngmar's 

wedding and had imbibed in a number of celebratory toasts. Hapless is removed from the car and, 

following a singularly poor performance on field sobriety tests, is arrested for driving under the 

influence of alcoholic beverages. · 

What will your argument be on behalf of Hapless regarding the initial stop at the 

roadblock? What is the rationale? Will you succeed? Why or why not? 

2. Barney, wearing a cap, scarf flying to the rear, drives his convertible sports car past a "speed 

trap." Barney is traveling at eighty-six miles per hour in a posted speed limit zone of fifty-five. Trooper 

Claw puts on the blue lights and "stops" Barney 

Claw orders Barney to get out of the car. A small white package falls to the ground as Barney 

gets out which Trooper Claw recognizes as cocaine. Claw arrests Barney. 

Will the cocaine be admissible against Barney? Why or why not? How about in 

Massachusetts? Why or why not? 

3. Dreadnought is in lawful custody for a burglary charge. He is also under investigation for a 

robbery in which a note was handed a teller in a bank by a masked robber who also said, "Put all the 

money in the bag or you're a dead man." The police want to ask Dreadnought to write out a similar 

note and to speak the same words as the robber into a recording device. 

Must the police give Dreadnought Miranda warnings? Why or why not? 
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PART Ill 

Cliff University, a renowned institute of higher learning, sits atop Cliff Hill, on the outskirts of 

the small, quaint, New England style town of Cliffville, which is located in Confusion, the fifty-first state 

in the Union. The students, who are from all over the world, have one thing in common: the size of their 

parents' bank accounts. Cliff U. is touted as prestigious, but the fact is that the university will accept 

anyone who can pay the tuition which accounts for the high percentage of dunderheads in the student 

body. 

President Pomp runs the place, with the able assistance of his wife Pam. Pomp appears to live 

rather too well, even considering his inflated salary. His residence, Hedge House, is filled with antiques, 

artwork, china and silver. Once a month he throws a party for the trustees that rivals Newport's Gilded 

Age. Students Sales, Sue and Monty assist at the parties and keep the residence clean. All this has 

caught the attention of Chief Pipeline of the local Cliffville Police Department. He feels a duty to 

investigate. 

Chief Pipeline enlists a longtime board of trustee member, Sputtering Sam, who is an amateur 

antiques buff, to assist. Sputtering Sam, an old friend of the chiefs, had assisted him by providing 

information in the past which led to the conviction of local polo club officials in a horse-doping 

investigation. Pipeline says, "SS, old bean, the next time you are over at Hedge House take a look 

around and let me know how much all that stuff is worth. I'd love to know what records Pomp keeps." 

At the next trustee party, Sputtering Sam is greeted at the door by Pam. Pam says, "Come in 

Sput, our house is your home." Sputtering Sam surveys the living and dining rooms and estimates the 

value of the china, silver, antiques and artwork, including a landscape by the noted artist Renwood, to 

be in excess of three-million dollars. Sputtering Sam then slips into Pomp's study and reviews papers on 

his desk. Bank account reports indicate that Pomp had been withdrawing large sums from the college 

and depositing them in his own account. Sputtering Sam meets the chief under the cover of darkness on 

the local town common and tells him all. 

The next day, Chief Pipeline calls in Detectives Stopper and Geezer. The chief says, "I want more 

information on President Pomp. Arrest some of the kids who work in Hedge House. We'll see ifthey 

talk." 
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Detective Stopper travels to Dullard House, an off campus residence not affiliated with the 

University. Stopper brings his drug sniffing dog, Snout, along. Stopper and Snout enter the lobby and 

Stopper asks the clerk if they can search Room 819, where Sales and Sue reside. Clem, the clerk, says, 

"Sure, search the whole place." Stopper and Snout ride the elevator from the lobby to the eighth floor. 

Snout sniffs outside Room 819 and raises his paw signaling that drugs are in the room. Detective 

Stopper then gets on the floor and peers under the door. He sees what he thinks might be a marijuana 

leaf on the floor. He then, using a micro-camera on the end of a wire, slips the camera under the door. 

He then sees a number of marijuana plants via the camera viewer. He withdraws the camera. It is a 

crime to possess marijuana in Confusion. 

Detective Stopper knocks on the door and says, "Police. I'd like to talk to you." Sales opens the 

door, slightly. Stopper says, "Sales, I know you've got marijuana in there. Let me in. Sales says, "Come 

in." As Stopper is about to enter, Sue emerges from the bedroom and exclaims, "You can't come in." 

Stopper enters and seizes the marijuana and also some cocaine found in Sue's room. He arrests the 

two. 

Detective Stopper interviews Sue upon arrival at the police station. Stopper says, "Sue, you 

don't have to say a word, but if you do it could be bad for you. If you want a lawyer you can get one and 

if you can't afford one, we'll figure something out to get you one. You okay with all that?" Sue says 

nothing. Stopper says, "We're after Pomp." Sue responds, "Pomp's been stealing the college blind for 

years. We all know it. He tucks cash in hollowed-out books in his study. He gave me the cocaine, too." 

Sue is placed in a cell. 

Meanwhile, at that instant, Monty is driving his red pickup truck down Main Street. Officer 

Geezer, with the assistance of his radar gun, establishes the truck's speed as thirty-two miles per hour in 

a posted thirty miles per hour zone. Geezer puts on the blue lights of his cruiser and the pickup pulls 

over. Geezer approaches the truck and asks for a license and registration. Monty says, "Here's my 

reg., but my license is suspended." Geezer orders Monty from the truck and places handcuffs on him. 

Geezer places Monty against the cruiser and searches the passenger compartment of the truck. Geezer 

finds a gun, with its serial number filed off, under the passenger seat. It is a felony to possess a gun with 

a defaced serial number. Monty, at that-moment, takes flight. Monty runs into his nearby house, 

breaking through the door, and Geezer follows. Geezer apprehends Monty in the living room. He 

observes three additional guns, similarly defaced, on the coffee table. He takes the guns. Geezer says, 

"Monty, any other guns?" Monty replies, "The closet." A search of the closet reveals a sawed off 
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shotgun, the possession of which is also a felony. Geezer, Monty with him, then goes through the house 

and finds another sawed-off shotgun in the upstairs bathroom. 

Monty is taken to the police station and placed in an interrogation room. After being 

given his Miranda warnings, verbatim, Monty indicates he understands them. Monty's lawyer, Jabber, 

at that instant, is outside in the lobby and asks to see Monty. The desk officer ignores him. Monty, a 

few moments later says, "I might need a lawyer." Officer Geezer responds, "Why?" Monty then admits 

all the guns are his. After another moment, Monty says, "I want my lawyer." Geezer says, "How about 

President Pomp?" Monty says, "That, too! Ya, I helped him steal the money from the school." 

Chief Pipeline, who has all the information, prepares a search warrant application and affidavit 

for Hedge House, which he describes in detail but mistakenly lists the address as 4, not 3, Waddle Lane . 

Pipeline includes the statements of Sputtering Sam describing his observations of Hedge House's 

valuable contents and the estimates of their worth. Pipeline does not include the observations of the 

records in the study or the entry into that part of the house. Chief Pipeline does not include Sputtering 

Sam's identity but describes him as a confidential informant. He also includes Sam's role in the horse

doping case. He describes Sam as "an antiques expert." Chief Pipeline includes the statements of Sue 

and Monty as well, naming them. The proposed warrant seeks permission to take "money and anything 

else that could be connected to the theft of money from Cliff University." Chief Pipeline reads over the 

documents and believes that there is probable cause to search Hedge House presented. Chief Pipeline 

also thinks that some cocaine will probably be found in Hedge House. 

Chief Pipeline visits Judge Jumpin, the local judge. Judge Jumpin reads the affidavit and 

attendant documents and is doubtful, but has harbored a grudge against Pomp for many years as a 

result of a disputed croquet score. Judge Jumpin signs the warrant and checks the boxes permitting 

nighttime execution and no-knock entry. 

Chief Pipeline, Detective Stopper and Officer Geezer then arrive at Hedge House. They break 

down the door. They observe Pam, dead on the floor, a knife protruding from her abdomen. President 

Pomp is placed in handcuffs. Pomp says, "I was directed to kill Pam by my neighbor's parrot, so I did 

so." A search of the residence yields large sums of cash, bank records and a number of gold coins, which 

were later determined to be stolen from the Cliff University Museum. In addition, a large amount of 

cocaine is found tucked in a drawer in Pomp's study. 
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The charges are as follows 

Sales: Cultivating Marijuana, Possession of Marijuana. 

Sue: Cultivating Marijuana, Possession of Marijuana, Possession of Cocaine. 

Monty: Possession of a Handgun, Serial Number Defaced (4 Counts), Possession of a Sawed

Off Shotgun (2 Counts), Theft. 

Pomp: Murder, Theft, Receiving Stole Goods (Gold Coins), Distribution of Cocaine (to Sue), 

Possession of Cocaine with Intent to Distribute (in Hedge House). 

PLEASE DISCUSS WHAT, IF ANY, ISSUES ARE RAISED. WHAT EVIDENCE WIL BE AVAILABLE OR 

EXCLUDED AS AGAINST THE PARTIES AS A RESULT? WHY OR WHY NOT? 

REMEMBER TO ANSWER THE QUESTION USING FEDERAL LAW WITH MASSACHUSETTS LAW FOR 

CONTRAST OR COMPARISON. REMEMBER "IRAC." 
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